Maintenance access passages
Consultation summary of proposed rule change

Introduction
Icon Water protects and supports the community by providing high quality drinking water and sewerage services to the ACT and surrounding regions.

Why do the Service & Installation
rules (S&I Rules) exist?
We install infrastructure based on planning laws, geography,
existing services, and the preferences of estate developers.
Our network spans Canberra in differing and often complex
ways.

A material portion of our sewerage network is installed in
backyards. This includes manholes, sewer property
connections and mains.

Our network needs maintenance, whether scheduled or in
response to issues.

Why a rule change?

What is Icon Water seeking?

The Maintenance Access Passage (MAP) rule ensures that a
clear passage exists up along the side boundary of properties
so we can access assets in backyards. This rule was last
updated in 2002.

This document provides a high level overview of our rationale,
review, and key findings in support of the proposed
amendment to the MAP rule.

Since this date we have seen changes in block sizes and
maintenance techniques. We also want make sure we do not
have rules that are burdensome.

We are seeking community and industry feedback on the
proposed change until 31 May 2019.

It is important that we establish considered and clear rules that
balance the competing priorities on the land of developers,
customers and Icon Water.

We publish S&I Rules so that we can manage and protect our
assets, during installation and over their life.

This document is a summary. A full copy of our technical review is available here.
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Impact of proposed changes
These changes will improve the clarity of our ruleset while freeing up space across Canberra for development and the community.

Improved clarity

More space for the community

Approximately 53,000 Canberra properties have sewerage infrastructure
in their backyards. Any redevelopment within these blocks can be
maximised due to reduced MAP requirements and will be clearer.

Compared to the existing rules, our proposal will result in 74% of
properties (with pipes < 2.2m deep) have a decrease to the new
recommended minimum of 1.8m clearance.

Where more complex access requirements exist, registered easements
will make this information publically available.

We estimate that this change will unlock 694,000m 2 of developable land
across the ACT. This would be spread across all relevant properties but
does represent a material improvement.

The values noted above are high level estimations and intended to be indicative only.
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Key drivers and review scope
There are three drivers behind our MAP review:

Our ground-up review process is as follows:
Complete

Review legal
approach
Decreasing
block sizes

Including Icon Water’s use of existing
planning laws and easements.

Average frontages for typical blocks
have decreased from 41m to 25m.
Complete

Review
framework
Red tape
reduction

Changed
maintenance
techniques

Determining a simple process while
addressing key network risks/ issues.

An opportunity exists to improve and simplify our
rulesets to promote efficient planning processes.
Complete

Review
access widths

Solve for optimal outcomes

Report and
consult

Internally and externally.

Icon Water has adopted a number of new
technologies since the rules were published.

All work has been supported by multi-criteria analysis against our project principles.
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Supporting principles
A balanced set of principles have been selected to ensure all stakeholders are considered.

Simple

Allows safe access

Operationally efficient

Supports development

Easy to understand and administer. Avoids
complexity or internal inconsistency.

Does not expose Icon Water staff or the
community to unacceptable safety risks.

Achieves operational outcomes in a timely
manner. Includes an assessment against
service standards.

Supports government and developers in
maximising the efficient use of land.

Enforceable

Flexible

Cost efficient

Customer centric

Able to be clearly enforced
on an ongoing basis.

Takes different types of development and
infrastructure into account.

Achieves an optimal cost outcome for
maintenance activities in a typical year.

Supports positive customer outcomes
over the life cycle of properties and Icon
Water assets.

Principles have been weighted to prioritise safety and supporting development.
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Review process
To arrive at our overall recommendations we considered the following elements:

Legal review

Framework review

Access width review

Rules, regulations and practises in other jurisdictions.

Development types and their use as a framework element.

Impact assessment on developable land in the ACT.

Existing utility planning powers, including those utilised by for
the electricity, gas and stormwater networks.

Network pipe criticality review.

Detailed specification review for excavators and
shoring/benching.

Registered access easements.

Network pipe size and depth as framework elements.

The Record of Administrative Interests, including Icon Water’s
ability to apply these principles.

Indicators of complexity including the pressure and multi-unit
status of network elements.

Assessment of the possible use of cranes in no-access
scenarios including detailed engineering calculations.

Internal expertise and capacity to administer recommended
outcomes.

Alternative approaches such as the ‘pod of lots’ approach
where multiple properties share an access reservation.

Review of historical intervention and network protection levels,
safety statistics, and response time levels.

*

Mapping of backyard maintenance activities to tools and
equipment required by field crews.

*
*

Review of possible cost impacts in a typical year should Icon
Water’s MAP rules change.

All items with an * have an appendix at the end of this document with extracts of the work performed.
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Outcomes from review
We propose a simplified and streamlined MAP ruleset and operating practice:

Legal review

Framework review

Access width review

Use a streamlined process for other cases
Carving out complex cases allows for the simplification of our
rules, speeding up the review process for all parties.

Differentiate MAP requirements on pipe depth only
Only pipe depth has an impact on Icon Water’s access
requirements (through excavator size). Focussing our rules
exclusively on pipe depth will simplify assessments.

Reduce access requirements
Reduce MAP requirements based on our assessment of
modern equipment and work practices, freeing up space for
the community and developers.

Move complex scenarios to registered easements
This increases the certainty of outcomes for all parties in a
permanent and clear manner while not materially impacting
workloads or our speed of response.

Refresh our published rules
The current document set will be refreshed to improve clarity
for all stakeholders.

Clarify passage measurement
Improve our description of how the passage is measured to
reduce confusion.

We believe that a series of small changes can improve the ruleset for the community, developers and Icon Water.
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Outcomes from review
In our technical Service & Installation Rules, we propose that these changes appear as follows:

Detailed work was performed to assess the appropriateness of these widths; see the appendices for further information.
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Proposed new framework
Practically, this framework would be applied as follows:

If no:
Utilise a simplified width/depth framework that caters to
the vast majority of cases.

Is the development complex or risky?
i.e. Pressure sewers, non-straight passages, multi unit
sites with tenant fences, or those deemed complex.

If yes:
Utilise registered easements to create a solution that
caters to the requirements of all parties.

It is envisaged that 95-98% of cases will be non-complex.
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Proposed new framework
All non-complex cases are managed through a simplified, two tier framework differentiated on depth.

Pipe depth in backyard

Required MAP width

Height clearance

Notes

< 2.2m

1.80m

2.65m

MAP starts at edge of retaining walls, AC units or
eaves.

2.2m – 3.0m

2.50m

2.85m

Gradient no greater than 1:4 (elevation change / m).
Slope no greater than 1:6.

Whilst focused on width of MAP, we have also sort to clarify height requirements.
Icon Water proposes that these rules are prospective and will not apply to existing structures.
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What are our next steps?

Consultation

Discuss the change with key stakeholders and take on board
feedback received, revising recommendations as needed.

Revised ruleset

Submit a revised rule to the Utilities Technical Regulator for noting
and incorporation into the Service & Installation Rules.

Update supporting
materials

Communicate the revised MAP rule with stakeholders and our
professional customers.

Your feedback is welcome over the consultation period until 31 May 2019.
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Appendices
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Appendix A: Supporting network data
The majority of Icon Water’s back yard and front yard pipe networks are 150mm or less in diameter.
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Based on GIS data exported and analysed in September 2018.
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Appendix A: Supporting network data
For properties with back yard connections ~95% of connecting pipes are < 3m deep and 225mm or less.
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# of properties with a front / back connection
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These statistics allow for most of the network to have simple access passage rules, with large depths by exception.

Based on GIS data exported and analysed in September 2018.
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Appendix B: Equipment to activity mapping
We worked with our field crews and industry experts to determine key equipment requirements for backyard work.

Required equipment
Excavator
Shoring and benching

Pipe repair




Pipe bursting

CCTV
inspections





Pipe bursting equip.

Soil management equip.
Maintenance hole









We found that excavators and shoring
/ benching have the largest access and
traversal requirements.

Our process has therefore focused on
ensuring excavators and shoring are
appropriately catered for in our
proposal.



CCTV equip.
Jet rodder
Hand tools





Pipe re-liner

Compaction equip.

Pipe re-lining




Dingo
Replacement pipes

Jet rodding
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Appendix C: Extract of specifications used
Analysis of current model excavators provides some further context. Simplified summary below.

Brand / excavator

~1.5 tonne model

~3.0 tonne model

~8.0 tonne model

Kubota

KX016-4
1.24m wide
1.81m typical / 2.25m theoretical depth

KX033-4
1.55m wide
2.24m typical / 3.21m theoretical depth

KX080-3
2.20m wide
3.85m typical / 4.6m theoretical depth

Kohmatsu

PC20MR-3
1.45m wide
1.86m typical / 2.28m theoretical depth

PC55MR-3
1.96m wide
3.02m typical / 3.80m theoretical depth

PC88MR-8
2.33m wide
3.17m typical / 4.65m theoretical depth

Kobelco

SK20SR-SV
1.38m wide
1.87m typical / 2.27m theoretical depth

SK45SRX-6
1.96m wide
3.00m typical / 3.44m theoretical depth

SK-75SR
2.30m wide
3.87m typical / 4.16m theoretical depth
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Appendix C: Extract of specifications used
Analysis of current model excavators provides some further context. Simplified summary below.

Up to 1.5m wide
KX016-4

Up to 1.8m wide
KX033-4

SK030SR PC30MR-3

Up to 2.2m wide

Up to 2.5m wide

KX080-3 SK455RX-6 PC55MR-3

SK-75SR PC88MR-8

Up to 2.8m wide
SK140SRL

PC130-8

-

1.0m
3: 1.81m

2.0m

1: 2.25m

3: 2.24m
3: 2.51m
1: 2.83m

3.0m

3: 2.4m
1: 2.76m
3: 3m

3: 3.02m
3: 3.17m

1: 3.21m
1: 3.44m
3: 3.85m

1

2

3

1: 3.8m

4.0m

3: 3.87m
1: 4.16m

1: 4.6m

1: 4.65m
3: 4.89m

3: 4.98m

5.0m
1: 5.52m

1: 5.52m

6.0m
Operational max vertical depth (3)

Theoretical max vertical depth (2)

Theoretical max depth (1)
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Appendix C: Extract of specifications used
Analysis of current model excavators provides some further context. Simplified summary below.

Required depth
(simplified)

Best width specification by brand (m)

Summary statistics

Kubota

Width req’d

Height req’d

(incl buffer, m)

(incl buffer, m)

Carrying
capacity (t)

Kobelco

Komatsu

~2.0m

1.55

1.55

1.55

1.80

2.65

0.5-0.8

~3.0m

2.20

2.30

2.33

2.50

2.85

1.4-1.8

~4.0m

n/a

2.70

2.50

2.90

3.00

3.1-3.7

Detailed work was performed to assess the appropriateness of these widths; this is available in the technical report.
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Talk to us
talktous@iconwater.com.au
02 6248 3111
@iconwater
GPO Box 366,
Canberra ACT 2601
iconwater.com.au
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